Books On Radio
And Electronics
Given to Library
Mr. Harold J. Cohn, a graduate from Rice in the class of 1929, before entering the armed service, recently gave our library late editions of some important books on radio and electronics.

Among books which have been employed by the government in San Antonio, and which have been given the books he has been loaning just at war to the students here. He donated the volumes, which are valued at about $300. The first one was a few days before he entered the army.

(Continued on page 4)

Petitions Deadline
Scheduled for Friday;
Few Candidates

"Certain" Buss, candidate for president of the junior class, and Margaret Morrison, running for Thresher business manager, are the only students who have filed petition signatures so far this year. The deadline was set for noon, Monday, August 2.

Other offices open for which no nominations have been made are secretary-treasurer of the college class and cheerleader; the latter of fire voted when Ralph Bleyl, elected last year, was put on probation. The number of candidates is exceptionally few, even for wartime student council representatives commented.

All petitions must be filed by Friday, July 23, with Ellis McIvor, Ken Smith, or Nebie Jane Love, members of the Election Committee. Petitions for general elections must have twenty-five signatures attached, while class election petitions require twenty-five signatures attached on each month. The Owl is scheduled.

Few Candidates

The request, signed by all the batmen commanders, pointed out that many of the men now serving as or acting as future patrons of the Houston Symphony, while others from various sections of the county have shown a keen desire to hear.

"Such a change, if effected," the letter continues, "would also present a wonderful opportunity to those few in the country who have not had the chance to hear and enjoy a first class orchestra; Sousa's "United States Marine Band," while others from va-

Petitions Deadline Extended to Friday

By Nell Hansel

In response to the petition of five naval cadets, conductors of the Houston Symphony Orchestra, has set back the time of his summer concerts from Tuesday, July 20, to Wednesday night to coincide with the delight in the V-12 Training Unit at the Institute.

The request, signed by all the batmen commanders, pointed out that many of the men now serving as or acting as future patrons of the Houston Symphony, while others from various sections of the county have shown a keen desire to hear.

"Such a change, if effected," the letter continues, "would also present a wonderful opportunity to those few in the country who have not had the chance to hear and enjoy a first class orchestra; Sousa's "United States Marine Band," while others from va-

West and Sinclair
Women's Council Representatives

At the first meeting of the Women's Council, Jane Sinclair was elected chairman-elect, and P. A. West, freshman representative. Officers for the term, elected at the end of last year, were: Betty Ann Anderson, president; Betty Lee Seo, vice-president; Margaret Spiller, secretary; and Carol French, treasurer.

As their first project of the term, the council considered Miss Lassan's office in the Administration Building.

Picture Deadline Extended to Friday

Compulsive Editor, Carolyn Walls, announced today that Friday, July 23, will be the last day for which civilians may make appointments for class picture sitting.

Naval students are requested by Editor Walls to sign for appointment to plan in the Ballyport this week. If payment cannot be made, signed promises-to-pay will be acceptable.

Entire Naval Unit
Inspection Held
Here on Monday

Dance Committee
To Prepare Dance Schedule Today

In response to the enthusiastic display at the first meeting, another dance has been scheduled for July 31, the date for the Symphony last night. By 8:30 p.m. a group of 15 girls, all assembled at the house of Jane

Summer Concert

Sympothesis Changed to Wednesday
To Accommodate Naval Trainees


The change was made in accord-

ance with the Symphony's policy of pro-

viding entertainment for service per-

son wherever possible. It will be ef-

fective throughout July, although it is uncertain whether the Wednesday schedule can be retained through August.

The program included: two move-

ments of Beethoven's Symphony; Bouffards, Regional; by Frederick Guide, conducted by the orchestra; and Spenser's "United States Marine Band," under the direction of James Whitten, plumber, for a gun (for mispronunciation). Many "enthusiasts" were made and judging from the way some of

Schedules July 31

The group for next Wednesday night is already being assembled.

This necessitates a bit of inventive-ness on the part of the boys who desire a moment of recreation now and then. The problem is evident: Where? And how to meet the girls.

Perhaps it will be wise to mention here how the trainees are restricted from the following areas: Faculty Club, Power House, except on busi-

ness; Attiva or barbecue, except on business. The only logical place therefore, is Sallyport and its environs during off periods and in between classes.

They might drop over to Autry House on Wednesday nights for the dances. So make yourselves available girls, and raise the naval morale— and years too.

Naval Inspection

"Cotton" Sims, candidate for the symphony orchestra. The change was made in accord-

ance with the Symphony's policy of pro-

viding entertainment for service per-

son wherever possible. It will be ef-

fective throughout July, although it is uncertain whether the Wednesday schedule can be retained through August.

The program included: two move-

ments of Beethoven's Symphony; Bouffards, Regional; by Frederick Guide, conducted by the orchestra; and Spenser's "United States Marine Band," under the direction of James Whitten, plumber, for a gun (for mispronunciation). Many "enthusiasts" were made and judging from the way some of

Schedules July 31

The group for next Wednesday night is already being assembled.

This necessitates a bit of inventive-ness on the part of the boys who desire a moment of recreation now and then. The problem is evident: Where? And how to meet the girls.

Perhaps it will be wise to mention here how the trainees are restricted from the following areas: Faculty Club, Power House, except on busi-

ness; Attiva or barbecue, except on business. The only logical place therefore, is Sallyport and its environs during off periods and in between classes.

They might drop over to Autry House on Wednesday nights for the dances. So make yourselves available girls, and raise the naval morale— and years too.
There are no atheists in foxholes, said General MacArthur. Every man with the realization of near death has concluded that his brain is more fully conscious of the existence of God and the hereafter. Even service men not yet placed on the battle fronts are alert to the necessity for spiritual content. The latter statement is evidenced in the tremendous overflowing of downtown churches each Sunday by men from Camp Wallace, Camp Hulen and Ellington Field.

Prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor, the scientific trend had led toward the elimination of religion as an essential part of world welfare. Today, science and religion have temporarily abandoned their feud and are together marching toward the higher goal of peace on the world.

The appearance of the War World II, people have gradually awakened to the necessity of faith—not faith in their own abilities to obtain material riches, but faith in an omnipotent being.

The collegians, however, whether in civilian dress or blue uniforms, have not yet fully responded to this significant movement, because they have not entirely comprehended the impact of the war that has brought chaos and upheaval to our neighboring countries. For the most part, they have been too consumed with the moment to concentrate on the spiritual future of tomorrow.

But when tomorrow comes and brings with it the blow that they are actually fighting for their lives, they will regret their religious laxness because they will not know how to talk to God, nor will they feel confident in asking God to attend to their needs when they have disregarded him for so long.

Do not be among those who have neglected God through laxness or indifference. Find your God and find Him now.

Our Armed Forces

In the next issue of the Thresher there will appear a new column giving information and news about former Rice men who are in the various armed services. In the past, Rice graduates have been easily able to keep in contact with their classmates and acquaintances on the campus; but today, the difficulties involved are obvious. Many of these men, especially those who have left recently, will be well-known to students on the campus.

In view of the fact that the public relations office and families of these men cannot supply us with all the information we need, we would like to ask the students who correspond with Rice service men to cooperate by forwarding news of them.

"In order to make a good peace, we must make a compromise with our enemies and ourselves. This will require sacrifice. General MacArthur has loved ones killed, but he will not weaken. They will have to forget it. We must make the treaty and submit to it our vanquished enemy, and we must exercise the Grace of God and the Grace of Peace. This will be imbued with the spirit of superiority and it will take time to re-form this attitude. Unless we do this, the world is doomed to destroy the dreams of the Great Harry S. Truman of the United Nations and the Point Four in Brasilia, in commencement address at Valparaiso law school.
**Second Presbyterian Church**
3714 Main Street
Dr. E. M. Monroe, pastor
Rev. Robert Douglass, assistant pastor and advisor to young people
Church services: 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
Student Class at 9:45 a.m.
Mr. W. B. Torrence, teacher
Come and be informed; make friends
Vesper group at 6 p.m.

---

**Governance**
- **Ministers:**
  - Paul Quillian
  - James F. Jackson
  - Willis M. Tate

---

**Second Baptist Church**
Milam and McGowen
F. B. Thorns, D.D., Pastor
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock
Evening Worship at 6:00 o'clock
Sunday School, 9:45 morning
Training Union, 8:45 a.m.

---

**Church Services**
- Sunday School:
  - First Christian Church
  - 9:30 a.m.
  - First Methodist Church
  - 9:30 a.m.

---

**First Baptist Church**
Lamar and Fannin
Visit the college Class in Sunday School and Training Union.
B. T. U., 4:00 p.m.
Sunday School, 9:00 a.m.
How many War Bonds and Stamps have you bought? Do your part by buying them regularly.

The Smile of Service
H. H. HAVEMANN
GULF STATION
L-7948

ALMEDA AND CALUMET
Battery Service, Accessories

Let us pick up your car, and return it to you looking like new—WASH and GREASE $1.50

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

LET'S ALL FIGHT

How many War Bonds and Stamps have you bought? Do your part by buying them regularly.

SOUTH END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
4000 SOUTH MAIN
E. R. McWILLIAMS, Minister
Tel. L-1820 or K-3-5145

Extends a cordial invitation to all Rice students. Student membership is available which does not disturb your membership book home.

You will find here warm friendliness, a worshipful atmosphere, and a real desire to be of service to you.

Church School ... 9:45
Morning Worship Service ... 10:45
Christian Youth Fellowship ... 6:30

Palmer Memorial Church
EPISCOPAL
Across from Rice Institute
6221 MAIN STREET
THE REV. STANLEY L. SMITH, Rector
Sunday Services
Holy Communion 7:30
Morning Prayer with Sermon 11:00
A WELCOME IS EXTENDED TO ALL NAVAL AND CIVILIAN STUDENTS

South Main Baptist Church
Main and Eagle
E. H. WESTMORELAND, Pastor
J. K. DURST, Associate Pastor

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. Training Union 6:15 p.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11 a.m. Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
College Class and College Union For Students

Central Presbyterian Church
(One Block West of the Warwick)
SUNDAY SERVICES
9:45 College Couple Class
11:00 Morning Worship
REV. DONALD H. STEWART
Minister
All Rice Faculty and Students
Cordially Welcomed
All Service Men Invited to Free Luncheon After Sunday Service
Swimming 50c—Transportation Furnished to Pool

Let us pick up your car, and return it to you looking like new—WASH and GREASE $1.50

The Moon Is Down

"The Moon Is Down," now playing at the Metropolitan, is a dramatiza-
tion of the Steinbeck novel which caused so much controversy when it appeared in 1942. It is the story of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
tion of the stubborn resistance of the Nazi occupied people of Norway, important because of its unfolding. The occupations of their Nazi masters, the abrupt end which it is forced to recognize as vouolent.
The town, which has been named after the town in one of Steinbeck's novels, is a dramatiza-
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